
Spectrometer line studies for Spectrometer line studies for 
Linac4Linac4

G G BellodiBellodi, A Lombardi, A Lombardi

Movable beam diagnostics line to be used for Linac4 commissioning 
( U. Raich, this WG,  Apr 7th 2008 meeting) 
First calculations and preliminary design presented by UR in May 
5th meeting
Follow-up of beam dynamics studies to assess feasibility of using a 
spectrometer magnet for energy spread measurement in the DTL 
(CCDTL?)

Context: 

L4 diagnostics WG, 1 Sep 2008



Setting the scene:Setting the scene:
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Proposed layout:Proposed layout:

• 2 (1 only for Tank3) initial quads to produce a parallel beam at the slit 

• slit as close as possible to end of tank to avoid energy spread growth due to 
space charge effects (75% increase in 1m at 12MeV)

• 3rd quad for optical enhancement (shorter distance to image point)

• spectrometer dipole: α=45deg, ρ=1m, B=0.5 to 1T

• L = 2.3 m between dipole centre and monitor 



At the harp monitor: ppDx x /Δ+=Δ εβ

Need to minimise betatron contribution wrt to second term to increase 
sensitivity of measurement.

Assumed slit aperture of 0.2mm which cuts 96-97% of the beam (and all 
space charge effects..). Slit positioned at <10cm from upstream quad.

Max power lost at the slit for 0.005% commissioning duty cycle (factor of 16 
lower than Linac4 nominal and no chopping) : 

P= 63mA ·50μs ·1Hz ·50MeV ~=160 Watts

Cooling needs and slit thickness to be assessed with energy 
deposition/thermal studies. Thickness may further reduce beam transmission 
(divergence cut). Activation compatible with hands-on operation??

With present assumptions, the beam current reaching the SEM grid would be 
in the 1.2 to 2.5 mA range 

Slit specsSlit specs::



Beam at the monitor:Beam at the monitor:
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• Might need  ≤0.5mm harp wire spacing for good measurement sensitivity.

• CCDTL is tricky! 



RF characteristicsRF characteristics

J B Lallement

DTL tank1

1% - 1deg          
RF tolerance
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Comparable to spectrom. 
energy resolution per mm 
..     Is it good enough?



Magnet inventoryMagnet inventory

One spectrometer dipole, l=0.8m, One spectrometer dipole, l=0.8m, ρρ=1m, =1m, αα=45deg, B=0.5 to 1T =45deg, B=0.5 to 1T 
Three quads: Three quads: 

1.1. (tank1 and tank2): reuse EMQ b/w tanks at 2x standard (tank1 and tank2): reuse EMQ b/w tanks at 2x standard 
gradients (if possible):  l=56mm, gradients (if possible):  l=56mm, ØØ=20mm, G=20mm, G≈≈60T/m60T/m

2.2. New, before slit: l=60mm, New, before slit: l=60mm, ØØ=20mm, G=17 to 30 T/m=20mm, G=17 to 30 T/m
3.3. New, after slit: l=250mm, New, after slit: l=250mm, ØØ=100=100--140mm, G=0.9 to 2T/m140mm, G=0.9 to 2T/m

Specs for up to 50MeV :

Aperture: 10mm radius before slit / 50mm radius after slit 

This limits beam losses between the dipole and the SEM grid to about 0.35W 
(for the commissioning beam at 0.005% duty cycle without chopping at 
12MeV – no significant for tanks 2 and 3 after slit).                  
Smaller aperture requirements would involve a review of the line optics since  
losses would exceed the 1W/m limit…

+ slit, harp monitor, dump, NMR probe for magnet field calibration…



Linac2 LBS line: for comparisonLinac2 LBS line: for comparison……
54o V bending magnet (LBS.BVT10)

7m slit-dipole & 4m dipole-SEM distances 
(factor αL=3.5, 2x as proposed for L4..)

E=50MeV ΔE(RMS)=90keV (0.2%)

20mm thick slit with cooling

3.6mm SEM wire spacing (81.6keV/wire) 
variable with tilt angle (16wires)



ConclusionsConclusions
The design of a movable spectrometer line to be used for commissThe design of a movable spectrometer line to be used for commissioning ioning 
has been investigated, and a solution proposed which is satisfachas been investigated, and a solution proposed which is satisfactory from tory from 
beam dynamics point of view.  beam dynamics point of view.  

howeverhowever

Limited space availability puts constraints on system performancLimited space availability puts constraints on system performance and e and 
measurement reach.measurement reach.

Too massive an installation for a bench that is supposed to be mToo massive an installation for a bench that is supposed to be movable? ovable? 
(Almost like the LBS line, but that one is fixed(Almost like the LBS line, but that one is fixed…….).)

Any activation issues?    Any activation issues?    

At SNS for comparison they opted for an Energy Degrader/FC setupAt SNS for comparison they opted for an Energy Degrader/FC setup for for 
energy spread measurements..   Should we look into and compare energy spread measurements..   Should we look into and compare 
alternatives?alternatives?


